Social exclusion, difficulties with learning and symbol formation: 
A Bionian approach (2° llamado Julio 2015)

Preguntas del examen

1. Read the abstract. Identify the problem addressed, the purpose of the study and the participants involved.

2. Explain how different ways of interaction between the individual and society can bring about different outcomes regarding human development.

3. How does social exclusion affect people’s lives from a psychological point of view?

4. How did the concept of catastrophe emerge and why is it relevant for the present study?

5. Explain Bion’s construct known as “the experience of containment”

6. Describe Bion’s types of object relations and their connection with social exclusion/inclusion

7. How do the concepts of containment experience, object relation and catastrophe combine to explain Adriano’s, Weley’s and Roseli’s experiences?

8. Briefly describe the procedure applied in this study

9. Explain Bion’s contribution regarding symbol formation and its relevance for this study

10. Summarize the final comments integrating the following concepts: exclusion-communication- symbolization- anxiety-language